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grass lieth withered thick, and the new grass groweth through it; whereas in thfe upper parts, the grass and ground is most excellent and green; the ground not being overcharged with any old withered grass, as is afore specified.
The Palm tree aforesaid carneth hairs on the leaves thereof, which reach to the ground : whereof the Indians do make ropes and cords for their cotton beds, and do use the same for many other purposes. The which tree, if you prick with your knife, about two feet from the root, it will yield a wine in colour like whey, but in taste strong and somewhat like Bastard ; which is most excellent drink : but it will distemper both your head and your body, if you drink too much thereof; as our strong wines will do in these parts.
The branches of the top of the tree are most excellent meat, raw, after you have pared away the bark.
Also there is a red oil that conieth out of the root of this tree, which is most excellent against poisoned arrows and weapons: for by it they do recover themselves of their poisoned wounds.
There is a tree called the Plantain, with a fruit growing on it like a pudding, which is most excellent meat, raw.
They have also a red berry, like a peascod, called Guiathos, two or three inches long, which groweth on short bushes full of pricks like the sloe or thorn tree; and the fruit eateth like a green raisin, but sharper somewhat. They stamp this berry to make wine thereof; which they keep in vessels made of wood. They have also, in many places, vines which bear grapes as big as a man's thumb.
There is also a great plenty of herbs, and of all kind of flowers, as roses and gillyflowers, like ours in England : and many others which he knew not. Also they have a kind of grain [maize], the ear whereof is as big as the wrist of a man's arm. The grain is like a flat pease. It maketh very good bread, and white.
They do also make bread of the root called cassava ; which they do dry, and beat it as small as they can, and temper it with water; and so bake it, in cakes, on a stone.
There is also a great plenty of buffes [buffaloes], bears, horses, kine, wolves, foxes, deer, goats, sheep, hares, and conies. Also other cattle like ours, and very many unlike

